**MAIN BOX**

- **GEN.**
- **MAIN**
- **2nd Ac**
- **GI**

**OUTSIDE RECEPT - CONVERTER - GENERAL PURPOSE RECEPTS**
1. **1 BOX FOR SPLICES**
2. **12/2**

**KLT RECER & REFRER.**

**BUSS BAR PROVIDES CURRENT TO 20A**

**NOTE**

1. **THIS SYSTEM BACKFEEDS 30A BREAKER**

**COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.**

---

**MODEL**

- **26R8**

**DATE**

- **12-4-75**

**DRAWING NO.**

- **J-EL-174**

---

**REV.**

- **CHANGE NO.**
- **DATE**
- **BY**

---

**SER. NO.**

- **THRU.**

---

**SUBJECT**

- **BREAKER BOX HOOKUP FOR OPT. 2ND A/C.**

**SCALE**

- **NONE**

**SHEET**

- **1**

**DRAWN BY**

- **R. SARASON**
TRIAD-OTRAC Fuse Block
Number 60-9220-13

MONITOR PANEL #12 ORGAN

ELECTRICAL

COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.

A. REV. FURN & MONITOR PANEL, HANG-UPS 4-6977 JJS.

MODEL
ALL TRANSMODS

DATE 5-17-76

DWG. NO. J-EL-402-1

SUBJECT
DISTRIBUTION BOX

SCALE
-

SHEET 1

DWG BY
GRiffin
CIRCUIT #2  LIGHTS & RECEPTS - BLACK
AMP LOAD
1.4  PER 12v BULB.

ELECTRICAL 12V.

COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.

MODEL: 26' RB TRANSMODE  DATE: 3/1/76  DWG NO.: J-EL-254
SUBJECT: 12V. CIRCUIT #2  SCALE: NO SCALE  SHEET: OF

APPD. BY:
CIRCUIT #2 LIGHT & RECEPT - BLACK
AMP LOADS
1.4 PER 12V BULB

ELECTRICAL 12V.

COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.

MODEL 26' RB TRANSMODE  DATE 3/76  DWG NO. J-EL-255

SUBJECT 12V. CIRCUIT #2  SCALE NO SCALE  SHEET OF  DWG BY Griffin

CHANGE NO. DATE BY SER NO. THRU APPD. BY
CIRCUIT #2 - LIGHT & RECEPTS - BLACK
AMP LOADS
1.4 PER 12v BULB

TO CLOSET, BATH & TUB LIGHT

ELECTRICAL 12V.

COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.

MODEL 26' RB TRANSMODE
DATE 3/1/76

SUBJECT CIRCUIT #2 12V.

J-EL-256

DWG BY GRIFFIN
CIRCUIT #4 - LIGHTS & RECEPTS - BLACK

AMP LOADS
1.4 PER 12V BULB

NOTE: 4 WAY JUNCTION AT SWITCH

COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.
MODEL 26'RB TRANSMODE  DATE 3/1/76  DWG. NO. J-EL-257
SUBJECT CIRCUIT #4 12V.
CIRCUIT #4 LIGHT & RECEPTS - BLACK 12V.

AMP LOADS
1.4 PER 12V BULB

COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.

MODEL: 26' RB TRANSMODE
DATE: 3/1/76
DWG. NO: J-EL-258

SUBJECT: LIGHT & RECEPT CIRCUIT #4
SCALE: NO SCALE
SHEET: CF
DWG BY: GRAVIN
Circuit #2 & #4 - Receptacle Lights - Black

Electrical 110V.

COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.

MODEL 26' RB TRANSOM

REV. 10-2 WIRE TO 0-2

AIR & RECEPTACLE CIRCUIT #3 & 4

DATE 3/1/76

DWG. NO. J-EL-259-A

CHANGE NO. SHEET 1

DATE 11-11-75

BY GRIFFIN

APPROVED BY
CIRCUIT #21#4 - LIGHTS & RECEPTS - BLACK

KITCHEN RECEPT ON END OF CABINET

REPER RECEPT

KITCHEN RECEPT TO 20 AMP BREAKER

ELECTRICAL 110V

COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.

MODEL 26'RB TRANSMODE DATE 3/1/76 DWG NO. J-EL-261

SUBJECT KITCHEN CIRCUIT #214 SHEET NO SALE

DRAWN BY GRIFFIN
TO CONVERTER
CIRCUIT #1 - FURNACE - BLUE
" #5 MONITOR PANEL - GREEN
TO MONITOR PANEL
GEN. - RED, WHITE, BLUE, GREEN
W/P - BLUE
L/P - RED

AMP LOADS
7.0 A WATER PUMP
4.2 A FURNACE

GEN. REMOTE START
RUN THRU FLOOR HERE

M/P - MONITOR PANEL
W/P - WATER PUMP
FURN. - FURNACE
GEN. - GENERATOR
L/P - PROPANE TANK

ELECTRICAL

COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.

MODEL 26 RB TRANSMODE  DATE 3/1/76  DWG NO. J-EL-262

SUBJECT CIRCUIT LAYOUT

SYM REVISIONS CHANGE NO. DATE BY SEE NO. THRU APPD BY
12V. CIRCUIT #3 - VENTS - RED

AMP LOAD
5.7 RANGE HOOD
3.4 POWER VENT
CIRCUIT #3 - VENTS - RED
AMP LOAD 5.7 RANGE HOOD
- 3.4 POWER VENT

COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.

MODEL: 26 RB TRANSMODE
DATE: 3/1/76
DWG NO.: J-EL-265

SUBJECT: VENT CIRCUIT #3
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"

ELECTRICAL

DRAWN BY: Griffin
APPROVED BY:
CIRCUIT #3 VENTS - RED
AMP LOAD 3.4 POWER VENT
INTERIOR RECEPT 110V, 12-2 WIRE
EXTERIOR RECEPT 4 WIRE GROUND FRONT 110V, 12-2 WIRE

MAIN IS 10-2 110V.
EXTRA LARGE TUNNEL
XLTL 45' ELL
STY SANITARYTEE
CLEANOUT WERE REGO

DIA. BLACK A.B.S.
TRAP ARMS 54 MAX.

MINIMUM GRADE: 6" PER FOOT
ABS SCHEDULE OR EQUAL

COACHMEN INDUSTRIES, INC.

REVISED TO SHOW ANTI-SIPHON DEVICE